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Have you ever wondered how the world around us evolves?
How the direction of the events that surround our lives comes
to be? Have you ever considered that you could be an active
force in the immediate as well as the distant future that will
affect the lives of us all?

People create the future—not machines, not newspa-
pers, not television, not laws—people. And the people with
the most impact on the creation of that future are artists.

Think about it. The writers, directors, actors and compos-
ers who create the plays, movies and television programs we
see are placing their vision of a different world into a me-
dium we can all experience. Similarly, choreographers,
dancers and composers bring the experience of aesthetics,
movement and rhythm to stages and screens for audiences
to appreciate. Songwriters, composers, singers and music
groups make their wares available to millions via live per-
formances, video and radio airplay. Other art forms shape
the future visually through architecture, sculpture, graphic
design and fine art. And multimedia combines several ele-
ments that invite viewer interaction. The one common de-
nominator of all of these endeavors is that they evoke a
response from the person who has taken the time to experi-
ence the art, the communication, the message.

Certainly, in today’s world of the arts, sound and music
play a major role. In fact, one could listen to a movie without
seeing the screen and derive much more about the movie
than watching the screen and hearing no sound. But the
combination of sight and sound completes the experience.

Since 1977, Theta Sound Studio has been helping artists
to communicate their visions of the past, present and future.
We have done this through the medium of sound, one of the

most effective means of delivering a message. Through our
cassette/CD packaging and Web design graphics services, we
have also added the visual component to the finished audio
product. And in that regard, since our last Theta Sounds
newsletter twelve months ago, we have seen (and heard!)
more CD releases from our studio than in any previous year.

It has also been a great year for television and inde-
pendent film projects where we have had the opportunity to
lend our skills in voice-over, music and sound effects areas.

In appreciation of all of the artists who have helped create
the future over the years, we held our traditional Annual
Barbeque and Fest on September 18th. Nearly 100 folks
came by to enjoy the music, food and friends this event has
become famous for. Next celebration will be summer 2000!

If you envision
a different and bet-
ter world than the
one we are cur-
rently living in,
give us a call at
(818) 9-555-888
and let us help you
create the future. x

N E W S L E T T E R

Creating the Future
How Recordings Can Change the World

ANDRIK SCHAPERS IS CHANGING
THE WORLD WITH “A PROMISE

TO THE WORLD,” REVIVING THE
UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSAL

DECLARATION OF HUMAN
RIGHTS CREATED 50 YEARS AGO.
THE SONG IS CURRENTLY BEING

PERFORMED THROUGHOUT
EUROPE DURING THE

MARATHON FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
RUN FROM ATHENS, GREECE

 TO HAMBURG, GERMANY.



Mug Club
Everyone who comes to Theta Sound
asks about the three-tiered rack of en-
graved coffee/tea mugs that adorn the
east wall in the control room. We call it
the Mug Club  and it’s our way of thank-
ing our “frequent flyers” for their patron-
age.

We’d like to welcome our newest
Mug Club members: Daniel McCoy,
Timo Spekkens, Five Wheel Drive, Mark
Greisen, Steven David Horwich, Robert
Zappia, Dr. Bob Sheckler, David
Schwartz, Joe Brooks, Jeff Colella,
Jackson Millar, Mark Wilson, Michael Le
Van, Nikki Moses and Shanna Fisher.

They join current Mug Club
members: Wally August, Elizabeth
Barron, Lisa Bell, Albie Berk, Wayne
Boon, Gigi Boratgis, Michael Boustead,
Mike Boyd, Suzanne Buirgy, Chuck
Cassey, Shelby Daniel ,  Dick
DeBenedictis, Bill Elliott, Yve Evans,
Charles Fleischer, Scott Fleischman,
David Francis, Dean Fransen, Dale
Gonyea, Ralph Grimes, Sherry D.
Hackney, Jamal Haqq, Constance
Hauman, Molly Hemstedt, Gordon
Hunt, Bob Illes, Jerry Jackson, Paul
Kennedy, Ray Korns, Nancy Krasn,
Harvey Kubernik, Gunter Lahn, Tom
Lane, Jim Latham, Debi Lee, Katheryne
Levin, Amanda McBroom, Arlette McCoy,
Pam Matteson, Lance Miller, Prince
Moore, Patricia Patrick, Larry Pepe, Sisu
Raiken, J im Rodr igues, Bett ie
Ross-Blumer, Pat Rowe, Gloria Rusch,
Matthew St. John, Andrik Schapers,
Tommy Scherer, Harriet Schock, Lori
Scal ise,  Misha Segal,  Mike
Shadow-Sky, Patrick Shooting Star,
Fred Simon, Jerry Sternbach, Billy
Tragesser, Eric Vetro, John Weider, Bill
Whiteacre, Judy Wieder, David Wilcox,
Robin Williamson, Bruce Wilson,
Sandra Wood, Carol Worthey and Eric
& Sheila Zimmermann.  x

Audio Restoration: Preserving the Past
Part of creating the future is preserving recordings from the past. In that regard,
we have added new systems and tools to accomplish this precision task. What is
generally called “Audio Restoration” is the process of taking an old record or tape,
converting it into digital form, transferring it into the computer, and applying a
number of specialized software tools to reduce or eliminate clicks, pops, crackle,
hum, surface noise and other artifacts of vinyl or tape. This processed digital file
is then written to compact disc where it can now be enjoyed along with the rest of
one’s CD collection.

Several of our clients have brought in one-of-a-kind records and tapes such as
school recitals, favorite out-of-print records, early recording momentos and discs
that have special significance. Our restoration process puts the material into a
long-lasting form compatible with today’s technology. We also recreate the album
cover art (if available) for the final CD package.

Please call us to discuss any needs you might have in this area. We’re ready to
help you preserve the past so that future generations may benefit. x

Oprah, Quincy & Theta Sound
What do the Oprah show, Quincy Jones
and Theta Sound have in common? All
three joined forces to solve an unusual
problem.

While in the Bahamas, Oprah was
shooting a special show featuring
Quincy Jones. It so happens that singers
Luther Vandross and Patti Austin were
also in the area and were going to sing
“I’m Gonna Miss You in the Morning,”
a duet that Quincy had produced sev-
eral years ago and was now on the
recently released 2-CD set, “From Q
with Love.” However, the music tracks
for that song were not readily available
so Qwest Records sent Stacy Turner here
to have us remove the lead vocals from
the duet so that Luther and Patti could
perform it on the Oprah show live.

Vocal Reduction is tough enough to
begin with and making this an even
more challenging task was the duet
aspect of it. Luther and Patti were

placed slightly left and right of center
in the mix. With two VR passes and
some deft digital editing, the tracks
were soon on their way to Oprah where
they were used for Luther and Patti’s
duet which aired in February 1999. x
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The Snow Queen
Redefining Ballet with a Memorable

Musical Score by Randall Michael Tobin
“Certainly, one of the greatest moments I have ever experi-
enced occured at the premiere performance of The Snow
Queen,” said composer Randall Michael Tobin after hearing
his score come to life in this new ballet production. “It was
amazing to see how it all came togther!”

To get a better idea of the magnitude of such an effect,
let’s go back in time to June 1998. “I was doing well as an
engineer/producer/arranger at my recording studio, Theta
Sound,” he recalls “but what I really wanted to do was
resurrect my goals as a composer and songwriter. Once I
made the decision, I had committed a regular time slot each
week to doing just that.”

What followed was an almost storybook series of events,
each one dovetailing into the next. Randy, as he is known
amongst friends, started composing film score cues for a
script his sister and her partner had written. “I took a scene
from the script and wrote what I thought should go there as
underscore. When the writers heard the music, they were
amazed and it recharged their batteries to keep shopping the
project. I realized that waiting around for people to pay me
to write was not very causitive so I just wrote with no consid-
eration about the payment. I must say, it feels great to create
in this way.”

In September of that year, Choreagrapher, Erin Holt and
Story Adaptor, Marti Marshall approached Randy to score the
music for a new ballet they were producing. Based on The
Snow Queen, a story by Hans Christian Andersen, the show
was to be about two hours in length and was targeted to
premiere in December of 1998! After discussing the project at
length, realizing there was no budget (and therefore little
free time in which to create such a score), and having little
familiarity with traditional ballet let alone composing for
one, Randy, as he puts it, “gladly accepted the challenge.”

With the support of his wife, Cyndie, Sundays were flagged
for the monumental task at hand. Working from a short
script describing the scenes, the characters, the emotions and
the desired length of each music cue, Randy created the
score, one composition at a time. “At first, I wanted Erin to
videotape the dance routines she had in mind and I would

compose to that. But we soon realized that wasn’t workable,
so she requested music in a different order from the show to
align with the cast schedule of classes (the entire show
featured dancers from her Dance Now Academy). I was
working (although it was more like enforced playing) long
hours on Sundays to deliver rough mixes on Monday for her
rehearsals. During the week, I would listen to the music
composed to date almost all the time I spent driving. This
gave me ideas that would be used for the final mixes.”

Randy recalls that he never had time to attend any of the
rehearsals and saw none of the dances performed until the
first technical rehearsal just three days before opening cur-
tain. “What I saw was amazing and I was so glad that Erin
created dances that aligned so well with the story and the
music. But the rehearsals were rough and behind schedule.
I figured if the troupe just made it through from beginning
to end, that would be an accomplishment in itself.”

“What we all experienced on opening night as well as the
next day’s matinee performance, was beyond words. People
were raving about the show like it was Cirque du Soleil. The
music, the dancing, the costumes, the lights, the performers
creating roles well beyond their youth, and on and on. I
decided at that point we had a hit show on our hands and it
was time to move into action to take this project to the top.”

This holiday season, The Snow Queen will be performed
December 17, 18 and 19th at Lanterman Theatre. To do this
takes funding and a lot of hard work by dedicated people.
The marketing aspect has already begun with compact discs,
videos and t-shirts from the premiere shows. The production
team is putting a new business plan together and is looking
for patrons, grants and corporate sponsorship (donations
and contacts are always welcome). For tickets and show
times for The Snow Queen call (818) 790-7924! x
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Welcome to this edition of Theta Sound’s Studio Notes covering
all the things that have been going on here since our last issue!

Album Projects & Audiobooks
Producing albums at Theta Sound is one of our favorite things to
do and our walls are progressively being decorated with CD,
Cassette and Audiobook packages as a result!

At the Corner of God & Broadway is the title of Katheryne
Levin’s inspirational CD which marries songs from hit musicals
with jazz arrangements. Hangin’ after a few screaming takes of
“Blow, Gabriel, Blow” are (L-R): Katheryne, Rod Harbour
(drums), Randy Landas (bass) & Jeff Colella (piano, arranger).

Shadow Sky completed his self-titled World Fusion New Age
Rock CD which is now available for previewing on his own Web
site at www.ShadowSky.com as well as on mp3.com.

We met songwriter/performer Tommy Scherer back in 1981
when he recorded his first album at Theta Sound entitled, Visions
and Dreams. Fast forward to 1999 as Tommy and his band, Sheer
Magic, put the finishing touches on their latest CD, Ice Cream.

Mike “Majik” Boyd completed two CDs,  I Stand for You
and Time to Play. Randy Tobin not only engineered Mike’s music
but also designed his Web site www.Singboy.com.

First Gear, the long-awaited CD by Five Wheel Drive, is now
available at www.FiveWheelDrive.com! This is absolutely some
of the best Country/Crossover music you’ve ever heard!

Dr. Bob Sheckler is a man of his word and he has written
and published several books and a weekly newsletter on the
subject of taking responsibility for our government and our
communities. Two of those books, Highway to Freedom and
LEARN have been recorded and packaged as Audio Books.

Mark Greisen (caretaker of our Yamaha C5 piano) has just
completed his new Piano/Vocal CD, Music for the Blue Planet.

Soprano Elizabeth Horwich completed and released her
classical CD entitled Paths of Love. It features selections by
Schubert, Schumann, Poulenc, Massenet and others.

Randall Michael Tobin made his debut as a composer for
ballet with The Snow Queen and sold 50 CDs at the two shows. 

And as a fitting close for this section of Studio Notes, composer
Sherry D. Hackney invited several of her composer friends
(R.M.Tobin included) to write music for string quintet for her
own wedding! Sherry wrote five of the pieces including the
Processional. The pieces were recorded here and CDs were made
and waiting for each wedding guest at the reception.  

Musicals & Live Theatre
Steven David Horwich brought in the full cast of his new
musical, Spoon River, to record the soundtrack CD. The show
opens September 30th at the Zephyr Theatre on Melrose.

Carol Worthey tracked a four-hands piano composition to
accompany the reading of her Valentine Sampler script which
was performed on (you guessed it) Valentine’s Day.

Eric Vetro came in with Patrick Cassidy to create vocals,
piano, dialogue and effects tracks for Duets: The Musical. 

Miles Alden is off to Broadway to join the cast of the musical
version of Saturday Night Fever. Randy Tobin created rehearsal
tracks for Tragedy, a song from one of the roles Miles is
understudying.

Steve Schalchlin’s The Last Session had a good run at the
Tiffany Theatre on Sunset and is now headed for parts east. Steve
and the cast came in to record songs from the show, giving cast
members a chance to sing songs usually performed by other cast
members. 

A Cappella
Bill Moon, Scott Bradbury, Bob Ealy and Ray Korns,
collectively known as Chairmen of the Chord, recorded their
version of the Star Spanlged Banner, arranged by The Acoustix.

Studio Notes

TOMMY SCHERER
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 Show, Recital & Backing Tracks
Theta Sound keeps busy providing whatever it takes to make live
shows a success—from a class of young students to a full-blown
professional production! Here are some of the performers and
producers who have used us for their tracks: Shelley Freeman
(Steppin’ Out - And in Time, And in Time, We Will All Be Stars),
Janice Hart (This Could Be the Start of Something), Larry
Pepe (Team Universe Routine Backing Tracks). As a matter of
course, we offer artists the option of creating a “TV Mix” (minus
the lead vocal) of their songs whereby the artist can perform the
material on television or in concert in situations where a live band
is not an option. Three such artists are using these tracks in Valerie
Fahren’s Vocal Showcase: Nikki Moses (Can’t Let Life Bring You
Down), Charon Vilnai (Clean), Shanna Fisher (Oversensitive).

Pop, Rock, Country & R&B
Over the past year we have seen a new young crop of singers and
songwriters emerging on the scene. Randy has had the
opportunity to produce several of these artists which includes
arranging, playing, engineering and in some cases, co-writing. At
the very least, the role of a producer is to get the best performance
possible from the artist and create an environment in which they
can do so. That’s exactly what we do here at Theta Sound!

Shanna Fisher puts her reflections on life into words on
paper. With the help of Randy Tobin and Eric Toohey, one of
those pages is now a powerful song entitled Oversensitive.

One listen to Nikki Moses singing Can’t Let Life Bring You
Down and you’ll be humming this infectious song for days! Randy
co-wrote the music and produced.

Charon Vilnai is on the cutting edge of alternative with her
first three-song demo featuring the songs Clean, Jelly, and Thai
Iced Tea. Randy arranged and produced.

J. St. Clair lives in New Jersey and was referred to us from
sources in New York as THE place to get her song Soul Mates
produced right! From just a lead sheet and a rough cassette, Randy
arranged and had Margie Nelson sing the vocals. Although we
have never met in person, Ms. St. Clair was thrilled with the results!

Miles Alden needed a song for the 1999 Teen People Contest
so Randy rearranged Dream Machine, a Tobin/Jim Latham
collaboration and Miles sang all seven vocal parts! Miles has also
been busy with demos of, Semi-Charmed Life and I Drive Myself
Crazy. Last we heard, Miles is now on Broadway as a chorus
member and understudy for two roles in the musical version of
Saturday Night Fever! Congratulations! 

Young vocal powerhouse Molly Hemstedt finished her three
song demo and is now shopping for a deal.

Steve Schalchlin stopped in to record some tracks for his
upcoming album entitled, A Simple Faith.

Five Wheel Drive’s own Margie Nelson is an accomplished
songwriter herself and she recorded Please which the group
performs during their standing-room-only concerts.

Some of our clients have sequencer software at home and
bring us their MIDI files for us to bring to life with our extensive
sound library. Dana Shelley did just that with her original songs.

You may have seen Barbro Chalmers singing backup with
Tommy Scherer’s band but she also writes songs and she is
working with Randy Tobin on a new one, A Different World.

Bass/baritone Benedict Burns tracked his latest song, Give
Me A Chance.

Bernadette Burgos is a stuntwoman by day, but a bilingual
vocalist by night. She recorded her new vocal demo in both
English and Spanish.

Justine is only eleven but what a voice! Her renditions of What
A Feeling and Dream Out Loud are now part of her vocal demo.

Another young singer, Joel Foss, recorded his first vocal
demo singing Goo Goo Dolls’ Black Balloon.

Rock singer Kevin Burns started his original song demo with
a new cut entitled Dismissed.

Lynsey Bartilson sang Independent Love Song to add to her
already comprehensive demo reel.

And Randy mixed down Never Meant To Be for songwriter /
vocalist Tracy Stewart. 

NIKKI MOSES

SHANNA FISHER
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Film, Television & Video
Composer Jim Latham continues to be one of our more frequent
visitors with television and video projects including: Godzilla,
Disney Interactive, Our Guys, Men In Black, Maxine, Dragon
Tales, Starship Troopers, Big Guy, and the new Fractured Fairy
Tales short which is opening for the Dudley Do-Right movie!

It’s been a busy year for Sherry D. Hackney, both composing
and arranging projects (as well as getting married and writing the
music for that event!). For screenwriter Robert Zappia, Sherry
arranged The Face of an Angel and Your Kiss on New Year’s Eve.
And when Robert and Marco Zappia brought in their animated
Christmas project, The Miracle of Winter, Sherry rose to the
challenge with colorful arrangements and orchestrations. With
the help of character/voice actors/singers Michael Haywood
Norris and Noelle North, and Randy’s taming of the virtual
orchestra, the project came to life.

The 60’s are back and Ani Bileski is taking The Psychedelic
Roadshow video promo to the streets. 

Watch for Beverly Osborn’s character, The Lovely Carol,
to be hosting a new game show featuring questions for call-in
viewers from the Donna Reed Show on the Comedy Channel.

Music supervisor Marty Wereski sent composer Louis
Fabre here to track music for a movie-of-the-week entitled To
Love Honor and Betray.

Peter Rubissow tracked the main title and selected cues to
pitch for the new Kevin Williamson pilot, Wasteland. The main
was a perfect fit for the concept and also could be a top ten hit.

Susan Egan, the voice of Meg in Disney’s movie Hercules,
came in to have us extract a version of one of the movie’s songs
that she sings (without her voice) so that she could perform it to
picture at the Hollywood Roosevelt’s Cinegrill.

Joe Brooks, writer of the hit You Light Up My Life and writer/
director of the movie of the same name, was in tracking vocals
and mixing songs for his new movie project, Rock Me Slowly.

Jazz, Standards & Swing
We love this kind of music! And we love working with some of the
top talent in this town (and those who fly in from out of town!).

Carol Austin and her vocal trio Swing Shift tracked their
vocal demo for the purpose of getting work with some of the big
bands playing around town.

Vocalist Mark Wilson teamed up with Larry Cohn, Reggie
Hamilton, Bob Leatherbarrow, Jon Papenbrook and Mike
Nelson to create a set of songs in the style of Bobby Caldwell.

Pianist Michael LeVan, Jotty Johnson (bass) and Evan
Stone (drums)are up for consideration for the 12th Annual Jazz
Festival de Munster (alsace) after submitting their recent demo.

When Big Dave McConnell comes ’round, we know the joint
will be jumpin’! Big Dave’s latest, Lightnin’ Jack, was recorded
to pitch to one of the top swing bands, The Jive Aces.

Speaking of The Jive Aces, the group came in to record A
Very Strange Trip. This song goes with the Sci-Fi book of the same
name, written by L. Ron Hubbard and Dave Wolverton.

Pianist David Francis stopped in to record his version of the
Cole Porter classic, Ev’ry Time We Say Goodbye for producer
Trevor Rabin. In another session, David recorded an album of
Christmas favorites on solo piano to give as gifts during the holidays.

Classical & Opera
With our impeccably maintained Yamaha C5 Conservatory Grand
piano coupled with the comfortable atmosphere here at Theta,
opera singers and accompanists have found a unique place to
record demanding material.

Soprano Constance Hauman was in recording Mariettas
Lied zur Laute and Dame in Weiss for an upcoming animated short
with William Vendice at the piano.

Charles Pitt had us remix his version of Be My Love for use
in an advertising campaign in Florida.

Opera singer Kevin Simmons recorded and mastered his
vocal demo here with William Vendice accompanying.

Gigi Boratgis completed the tracks for her upcoming piano
CD featuring works by Satie, Ravel, Debussy, Scriabin and others.

Hannah Yi recorded her solo piano conservatory entrance
demo.

Radio
Lauren Blaine brought a panel of artists and guests to record
The Artist’s Show for broadcast on Cable Radio.JIVE ACES

THE CHRISTMAS ELVES:          
NOELLE, MICHAEL, ROBERT AND SHERRY
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CD Mastering
In addition to all of the albums mentioned at the beginning of
Studio Notes, we also have provided precision CD mastering
services on the following projects: John R. Williamson (Daniel
McCoy, producer), Jackson Millar - Behind My Eyes, Mark
Cool - Songs and Michael Le Van - Live In Concert.

Coffee House
We’ve been so busy this past year that squeezing in our popular
Coffee Houses has been difficult. But we did manage to have two
wonderful events. The first featured David Francis on solo piano
followed by David accompanying singer Cyndi Bailey through a
hot set of standards. The second event featured composer/pianist
Bettie Ross followed by songwriter Dee Dee O’Malley & friends.

Voiceover & Jingle
Voice-over and Theta make a great combination. Our ability to
accurately capture narration coupled with Randy’s objective ear
for clarity and content, the results are top notch.

While actor Ossie
Davis was in town he
recorded the voice-
over for a fundraising
promo. Little did he
know tha t  j us t  a
c o u p l e  o f  weeks
earlier, promos were
recorded here for
Ruby Dee (his wife)
and her one woman
show My One Good
Nerve, which played
at the Canon Theatre.
Making matters even
more interesting, the

limo driver who brought Ossie to the studio remembered working
at Theta when we were at our Los Feliz location! Small world...

Composer Brad Chiet recorded the music for a series of
Nordstrom’s ads for BP Shoes.

Funny man Jon Falkow had us all in stitches with his versatile
and whacky voice-over demo.

Rick Watts returned to update his voice-over demo reel.

CD & Cassette Duplication
Quality reproduction and packaging are key to making a good
impression. Shanna Fisher, Debbie Petcove, Elisabeth
Waldo, Fred Simon, Gordon Hunt, Jim Rodrigues, Liesa
Goodman, Lynsey Bartilson, Mary Benefield, Sherry D.
Hackney, Justine, Miles Alden, Molly Hemstedt, Chiara,
Shawn Millsap, Constance Hauman, Valerie Fahren and
Sheila Knight all took advantage of these services.

Vocal Reduction Process
Many clients have taken advantage of our ability to reduce the
vocal from certain CDs so that they may use the tracks for their
own demos or live shows. They include: Alison Sudol,
Branna Phillips, Laura Leifield, Cara Novitsky, Dr. Warren
Bennett, Espie Sandoval, Gordon Pogoda, Jamie Green
(Next Stage Young Artists Conservatory), Jenny Jackson, Joel
Foss, Leon Michael, Richard North, Shanna Fisher, Stacy
Turner (see Oprah on page 2), Sally Snow, Steve Kozlowski,
Shelley Freeman (Steppin’ Out), and Tim Dura.

Audio Cleanup & Restoration
Composer Bill Wandell brought a final mix of his orchestral cues
here for Noise Removal before placing the selection on the Film
Music Network compilation CD.

Fred Simon brought the 1967 version of the LaSerna High
School Vocal Group album in for a friend to have us remove the
clicks, pops and noise and transfer to CD.

We took a warped 45 record brought in by Jerry Gaither and
removed the noise and skips before transferring to CD.

Pianist Michael LeVan had his live concert tapes processed
and then turned into a marketable CD package.

Ethnic composer Elisabeth Waldo had us clean up the audio
track from an older KCET broadcast of her works.

DEE DEE O’MALLEY

BETTIE ROSS

CYNDI BAILEY &
DAVID FRANCIS
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Sales Aids & Infotapes
Information and Sales Aid cassette masters are produced here at
Theta Sound with the help of our digital editing tools. Tom Gillis
finished his Secrets of Getting the Job You Want, Now and Jump
Starting Your Career project, while Ron Faltinsky of FreeLife
brought Dr. Earl Mindell in to record two infotapes outlining
the benefits of natural herbal formulas for cholesterol reduction
and healthy bone joints.  

Compilation CDs
Theta Sound is the place to create compilation CDs of your
material, be it songs, compositions, voice-over, jingles or comedy.
Clients utilizing this service include: Charles Fleischer (original
songs), Carol Worthey (composer cues), Fred Simon (Simon
Medrano Project, The Blenders Live in L.A.), Lynsey Bartilson
(excerpts), Sands Hall (Anthology), Sherry D. Hackney
(Orchestral Cues recorded in Brataslava) and Steve Kozlowski
(original songs).

Live Sound Mixing
When Randy is brought in to mix live shows, the comment most
often heard after each show is, “I could actually hear the words
to the songs!” You may have thought the same thing after seeing
Dee Dee O’Malley’s Valentine’s Day concert, Harriet Schock
at the Garden Pavilion, Valerie Fahren’s Industry Showcase,
or at the special performance by Celestial Navigations at the
Ritz Carlton for the National Organization of Women Legislators.

Therapeutic
Music and sound can also have benefits besides the message or
emotion of the moment. Sound can also be used to soothe
sensitive ears or to help one to relax in a stressful world.

Audio researcher Mike Petroff of Petroff Audio Technologies
and composer Richard Mercado teamed up to record the TDM-6
Project for people afflicted with tinnitus and other sensitivities of
the ear. The songs were also mixed for normal hearing.

Jamal Haqq is recording a series of songs under the heading
of Peaceful Hearts, designed to promote a mellow mood.

Producer Norman Marcus brought in the Progressive
Relaxation Multimedia Project for Salus Media Inc.

Inspirational
Jamal Haqq has turned his writing and singing talent to the
gospel side with the songs Closer to Thee and On My Way.

Telephone Information Loops
 Gary Mark of Canon Theatrical brought in voice talent to record
on-hold loops for the Canon Theatre in Beverly Hills.

 Mac Graham of InnTechnology brought Meri Dolan in to
record voice prompts for their computer telephony installations
in finer hotels, including the new Venetian Resort in Las Vegas.

Multimedia / Interactive
David Schwartz of ImaginOn returned to track narration by
Nick Tate for the New York City edition of the Cities 2000
travelogue interactive CD project.

Marc Rosenthal of Personal Creations dubbed his Classical
Gas multimedia tape to 4-track.

Timo Spekkens was hired to compose and produce the
music for a new Titanic attraction scheduled to open at a new
theme park in Australia.

Graphics, Packaging & Web Design
All these CD releases have kept our art department working
overtime! Clients we have provided full-service graphics for
include: Andrik (A Promise to the World), Elizabeth Horwich
(Paths of Love), Fred Simon (Simon Medrano Project, The
Blenders Live in L.A.), Jackson Millar (Behind My Eyes, One
Voice Among Friends), Michael LeVan (In Concert), Molly
Hemstedt (vocal demo), Shanna Fisher (Oversensitive) and
Elisabeth Waldo (KCET and KUSC selections).

We’ve also designed Web sites for Shadow Sky, Jackson
Millar and Mike “Majik” Boyd.

Changing the World
Yes, you too can change the world with your message. It is a world
in need of change and we as artists are in the best position to
create the future. 

Singing A Promise to the World (co-written by Andrik and
Randall Michael Tobin), Andrik has already reached
thousands of people throughout Europe with his message for
human rights as delineated in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights just after WWII (page 1).

David Pomeranz singing the words of Erla Hakon to the
music of Vangelis’ Chariots of Fire (as recreated by Randy
Tobin) made a statement at the beginning of the European
Marathon for Human Rights originating in Athens, Greece,
and will punctuate the completion of this ultra-marathon
torch run in October in Hamburg, Germany.

Clark Carr and Donna Casselman are completing a
CD-ROM project for Narconon (the drug rehab program with the
highest success rate in the world) with Randall Michael Tobin
providing the original music. 

DR. EARL MINDELL
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Testimonials • Raves • Wins • Successes
If you’re thinking about cutting a CD or a demo, and you’re
not sure which studio to choose, let me save you some time.

Go directly to Randy Tobin at Theta Sound Studio in
Burbank.

The main thing to go for is Randy’s ears. He hears things
that elude most neighborhood dogs. If you’re slightly sharp
or flat, he will hear it right away, rewind, and pop in the
next take in a matter of seconds. Not only is that worth a
lot of money, it guarantees a performance that you won’t
mind playing for industry leaders in the years to come.

His studio atmosphere is professional to the max.
Also, Randy cares very much that you get an industry-

acceptable product that is also aesthectically satisfying.
With most studios, you get one or the other, if you’re lucky.

Theta has top-of-the-line recording capabilities, and
Randy goes the extra mile with help on marketing and
packaging at very affordable rates, so the whole process is
very confrontable.

I also suspect he has a very high purpose to inject beauty
into the culture through perfectly recorded performances.
So if that’s what you want (and what artist doesn’t), work
with Randy.

Love,
Sisu Raiken

Goodbye for Now...
A studio is more than just a bunch of equipment and a
soundproof room to put it. It’s a product of the life and energy
that people put into it, and the purpose for putting it there in
the first place.

Part of that life can sometimes include animals. Such has
been the case for nearly 15 years with our dog Puddin’, the
official studio dog. On July 17th, Puddin’ moved on to the
next step in her journey. And though her familiar face will
not be here to greet you when you arrive for a session, her
spirit will always be with us. 

She was very much a part of Theta Sound and will remain
so in our hearts. She is survived by our two cats, Worfy and
Slinky.

How can you change the world? Do you have an idea that paints
a picture of a better place? Do you have a message that upon
hearing it, the listener will respond with a positive action? Do you
have something to say that will wake the sleeping giant? If you do
and your way of expressing it includes music, voice, dance, poetry,
or whatever can be communicated across a distance, then
perhaps we can help you realize your vision. 

That’s it for this edition of Studio Notes. Be sure to check out
our web site or make an appointment to see us whenever you
need to record a project or utilize any of our other services. x

DONNA CASSELMANN
AND CLARK CARR

Theta Sound Studio on the Web
www.thetadata.com/thetasound

Thanks for a
wonderful lifetime!
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